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About Us

Our company is a leading specialist manufacturer and supplier in China. Serving for more than 150 countries and regions.  is specialized in developing and manufacturing 
testing equipments for metal ,non-metal and composite materials with all kinds of testing standards of GB,ISO,ASTM,BS, EN etc.
Production meets the European standards and international quality control, obtains certificates such as CE/FDA/ISO9001/SGS 
With modernized standard workshops and advanced production tools and machinery, we have strong ability to research and develope new production independently. With 
enough technical engineers , skilled workers and after-sale services team , we are able to supply best test solutions ,machines and services.
The company occupies an area of 23,500 square meters and has a construction area of 19,800 square meters. It has a comprehensive office building, scientific research 
office building, electrical installation and debugging building, assembly shop, heavy machine workshop, machine shop, blanking workshop and painting. Production and office 
facilities such as workshops, cold work workshops, measurement rooms, and product showrooms. The company has 386 sets of various types of precision processing 
equipment and testing equipment such as large-scale CNC boring and milling machine, micro-control wire cutting, gantry planer, gantry milling, gantry grinding, vertical turning, 
CNC milling machine, horizontal CNC lathe. The annual production capacity of the test machine can reach more than 1,500 units.
We sincerely welcome customers from home and abroad to visit us, let's make progress together and reach win-win cooperation!
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Main product series
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Electronic Universal Testing Machine Series

It is applicable for wide range of material for tension, compression, bending, shearing and low cycle test. Suitable for metal, rubber, plastic, spring, textile, and components testing. It is 
widely used in the corresponding industries, research and development, test institutes and training centers etc.



Hydraulic Universal Testing Machine Series

The machine adopts hydraulic loading, Computer Control, easy and convenient to operate.  mainly used to execute the tension, compression, bending, flexural etc. test for metal materials. 
Attached with simple accessories and devices, it can be used to test wood, concrete, cement, rubber, and so on.
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Test Chamber  Extensometer



Compression Testing machine Series

The machine mainly used for concrete rupture strength testing, cement, plastic sand, and red brick building materials compression resist testing.



Impact Testing machine Series

Pendulum Charpy Impact Testing Machine is used to determine the impact toughness of metal materials under dynamic load according to ISO148, ASTM E23 and EN 10045. It is suitable 
for laboratory, metallurgy industry, machinery production, steel plant and other fields.



Fatigue Testing Machine Series

It is ainly used to detect a variety of metals, non-metallic materials and small movable member, the static mechanical properties test. It can do tensile, compression, bending, low cycle and 
high cycle fatigue, crack growth, fracture mechanics test under sine, triangle, square wave, trapezoidal wave, random wave, combination waveform.



Cable Performance Test Equipment



Our customers are located in more than 150 countries around the world 

Success Story

 Latin America
(Mexico) Industria Lt
SIMIL CUERO PLYMOUTH SA DE CV
Dirceu Gomes
Núcleo Empresarial Huechuraba
Facultad de Ciencias Químicas (FCQ)
Casagrande Motori  Ltda
Engº Douglas Köech Branco 

North America
Tungsten Heavy Powder & Parts
PCMI Manufacturing Group 
Lightning Rod & Pipe LLC
CellScale Biomaterials Testing
LES OUTILS DIAMANTÉS DTG, INC.
COO A.L. Patterson Inc. 

 Oceania

ACME Operations Pty Ltd
Pultron Composites Ltd
Fulcrum SP Materials Ltd.  
A K UNICARGO INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD
Long Pipes Pty Ltd

African Industries Group 
RTC TEC Couplings Technology
Hayat Communications
Team General Trading LLC
Ahmed alsarraj sons company
TARKHIS KARANE NOANDISH

 Middle East 

 Asia

May Forestry JSC
Al-Khair (HMD) Industries Pvt.Ltd
Ground Instrumentation & Engineering Pte Ltd
SP Nano Ltd.
LEGASI SELATAN SDN BHD.
THS spring Co.,Ltd.
SUPERIOR INTERTRADE CO., LTD.
xpc pipe co 
National Research of Mechanical Engineering
Osho Tools Pvt. Ltd.
Wahid Industries Ltd.
Yudi EKo Subiyanto
Lidl Hong Kong Limited

Imcon Pro Service SRL
Optilus rafal Siadak
Chevalier Technologies Limited
Dunze GmbH
University of Birmingham
Antolin Investment Co.,Ltd
Dycomet Europe BV
ROBERT LAMINAGE

RID DOOEL SKOPJE
Estonia Logistics Ltd.
ООО Дека-С
ООО "Уфагидромаш"

 Europe

 CIS



Customer Service Site



Agent training meeting  Extensometer

Exhibition in Russia Exhibition in Dubai Exhibition in Russia 

Exhibition in 
Stuttgart



Certificate



Why Choose Us

High-tech enterprises, abide by the contract &credit 
business.
Products through the ISO0001: 2008 quality management 
system certification,EU Security Mandatory (CE 
certification),SGS certification,CMC production license 
certification,Laboratory CNAS certification

Enterprise strength

Our company has set up offices in Thailand, Singapore, 
Russia, Italy, Shanghai, Zhejiang and other places,after-sales 
service covers all provinces and cities,strong corporate 
strength,high-quality product quality and customer service 
philosophy, it makes our company won the praise of domestic 
and foreign customers.

Globalization development 

 Sales service 

Our company has independent intellectual property rights, 
effective quality and internal control system, implemented 
a customer service visit, keep improve, quick 
reaction,efficient and accurate service mechanism,make 
sure our products run stably and efficiently.

Customer service

With professional international sales' team, a top technical 
engineers' team, and comprehensive after-sales service 
system, you could enjoy perfect purchase and use feelings 
without any worries.






